
QUICK QUIZ

Given that we may well be in “lockdown” for some time here is a quiz as an isolation 
activity.  All of the questions can be answered from our website but will be known to most 
regular attendees at our talks and walks. We will put the answers on the website a month 
later.
                                                                                          

        1.  Which famous artist lived in this pleasant house?
                (west of Hammersmith)
        Hogarth's House built about 1717 and bought by Hogarth in        
.       1749.   He is buried in nearby St Nicholas Church.

2.  Who is this lady and what did 
she do?
          (snappy outfit!)
Christina Broom was a widow who 
took over her husbands business 
and became a celebrity 
photographer; capturing the military 
and Queen Victoria for posterity.
   

 3.  What did this imposing gent do?
           (Mr W Bird JP )

  The Bird family were local builders with a great
  deal of development in Hammersmith and William
  became a pillar of local life and was a JP



                                             

4. Where and what church is this?
         (Clue 4 weddings & a funeral!)
     St Batholomew the Great next to
     Barts Hospital.  Used in many films 
     including 4W&F.

        5.  Where and what is this building?

        This is the Tower at what remains of Croydon Airport, the  
        birthplace of British air travel.

     6.  Where is this decorative panel?
      (note the pigeons!)
      The Albert Memorial, one of the four
      detailed panels celebrating Prince
      Albert's areas of interest.



7. In which city church is this appalling clash of styles?

           This is St Stephen's Walbrook where the building dating to
           1428 with precursors back to Roman times, suffers a Rococo
            pulpit and a 20th century concrete altar!

8. What was this building and what happens there 
now? The lens may distort this large building.

                     (Clue funds to fabrics!)

     The V&A Clothworkers Centre Blythe House
     former Post Office Savings Bank.

   9. This cemetery is unique why?
    and what is its Royal connection?

    West Brompton Cemetery was nationalised!
    It is policed and maintained by the Royal Parks.

We hope you enjoyed this and it just illustrates how varied our events, visits and talks 
have been.  Perhaps we will try another quiz if the lockdown continues.


